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In this talk, we present seamless authentication as a challenge in terms of anticipating user preferences and offering them options to balance their need for convenience,
security, and control. We describe our ongoing trial of the
Pico password replacement scheme in which we explore user
experiences with different options for a seamless login using
Bluetooth.
These days, the industry strives for seamless interactions
– content sharing at the press of a button, devices reacting
to voice and gestures, cars driving themselves. Security, and
authentication more specifically, has been at odds with this.
Authentication used to be based on the interrupt–authenticate
model, where the user is interrupted in whatever they are doing
and asked to enter a password – otherwise they are prevented
from continuing with their tasks. Luckily, this approach to
authentication is slowly changing. Notable examples of more
seamless logins include behavioural biometrics where the user
is authenticated based on voice, typing rhythm etc. [1]. Although the proposition of a seamless login is very promising,
it might go against user expectations. Recent research has
shown that users translate difficult security to mean good
security [2] according to the saying “If it’s not hurting, it’s
not helping.” The visibility of a security-related process gives
users reassurance that things are done right [3].
Important factors to ensure user acceptance are accuracy
and privacy/security [4]. A system providing seamless authentication would need to be accurate because false positives (inadvertent logins) would undermine users’ security
and privacy and false negatives (failure to log in) would
result in a lack of availability. Both cases would undermine
user acceptance of the system. Previous research shows that
automated processes can also leave the user outside control as
users worry that if “The computer says no”, they would be left
stranded without access [5]. Although this is no different to
using a password, users there have the perception or illusion
that they can attribute failure to log in to their own actions
and regain access. They do not feel this way when security
processes are automated and opaque.
The Pico Team at the University of Cambridge Computer
Laboratory [6] is working on a password replacement scheme
called Pico [7]. One of its aims is to reduce the cognitive
and physical burden of entering credentials. Although first
conceived as a hardware token, we are currently working
on its implementation as a smartphone app. At the moment,
the Pico app offers two modalities of login: scanning a QR
code or using Bluetooth. Bluetooth-based login with Pico
has the potential to offer seamless continuous authentication:

the user would be logged out when their phone leaves the
Bluetooth range of their computer, and logged back in upon
return. We are currently conducting a user trial to explore user
perceptions of and experiences with these three login modes
over Bluetooth:
• On/off permanently: The user can choose to always be
automatically logged in when their phone is in range.
• Show notification: When the user’s phone is within range,
Pico puts up a notification that the user taps on to be
logged in.
• One-off login: Each time they want to log in, the user has
to press a button inside the app.
These three options vary in how much control, security
and convenience they give to the user. For example, while on
permanently logs them in whenever their phone is within the
Bluetooth range of their computer, a one-off login logs them
in only once when they express the desire to authenticate.
The show notification mode is meant to give the user the
convenience of being alerted when there is a computer within
range but leaves them the choice if they want to be logged in
to it. In our eight-week trial, we ask study participants to use
each login mode for two weeks and then choose their preferred
one for the final two weeks. Through our study, we seek to
explore user perceptions of seamless authentication, and at the
same time choose a suitable default setting for the release of
the Pico app.
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